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The goal to enhance efficiency for conventional and hybrid vehicles has intensified the need for advanced thermal 
management throughout the vehicle. Avery Dennison, a leading global supplier of high-performance, pressure-sensi-
tive tapes and adhesives is addressing the need for advanced heat-shielding solutions with its portfolio of tapes to 
mount foil or composite heat shields virtually anywhere on the vehicle. In an interview with SAE’s Automotive 

Engineering, Michael VanHaerents, automotive business development manager for Avery Dennison Performance Tapes, ex-
plains the unique properties and benefits of Avery Dennison’s adhesive tapes for heat-shield attachment.

LSE modified-acrylic adhesives, which are 
required to provide extremely high adhe-
sion to LSE materials and still deliver ex-
cellent environmental resistance. Because 
the LSE bonding adhesive is so strong, we 
offer a unique polypropylene release liner 
that is quick to release from its adhesive 
face during assembly — yet is extremely 
tear- and moisture-resistant. The ability to 
die cut the shield to precisely conform to 
a complex-shaped component helps ex-

plain the growing preference for peel-and-stick heat shields. 

Describe some areas in which peel-and-stick heat shields 
are proving particularly effective.  
• Peel-and-stick heat shields are a low-cost investment in 

capital tooling expenditure compared to traditional 
stamped metal heat shields.

• Peel-and-stick heat shields can be designed in a variety 
of shapes and sizes, and are quick to produce and im-
plement. And self-adhesive heat shields have a quicker 
implementation time from design to production.

• They can more effectively address unplanned hot ther-
mal areas during pre-production build phases. 

Tapes offer more functionality than just bonding. What is 
the best way for an engineer to determine the best tape 
for a particular application?
There are many tools to assist engineers, but we strongly 
recommend engaging a tape 
supplier such as Avery 
Dennison. Our experts can 
provide answers that do more 
than solve one particular issue 
an engineer is facing. Our 
technical and research teams 
can provide solutions that go 
beyond bonding — which in 
some instances means offer-
ing a tape that can add more 
functionality than merely ad-
hering Part A to Part B. 
For more information: 
tapes.averydennison.com/
heatshield 

Why are adhesive tapes emerging as 
an alternative solution to mechanical 
attachment for heat shields? 
High-performance adhesive backed 
heat shields are emerging as an alter-
native to traditional rigid heat shields 
due to a wide range of application, per-
formance and efficiency benefits. 
Adhesive tape is the enabler for new, 
peel-and-stick heat shield construc-
tions. With the trend of more low sur-
face energy (LSE) plastics and composites, peel-and-stick 
heat shields featuring pressure-sensitive adhesives are be-
coming a sound solution for thermal management.
With a reduced total applied cost of self-adhesive heat 
shields using aluminum or fiber-based constructions, manu-
facturers can eliminate extensive initial design costs or re-
engineering due to packaging changes. A peel-and-stick 
heat shield can be shaped exactly for where it’s needed, 
versus hard heat shields that must be designed to fit within 
a packaging space for anchoring. Finally, the format is qui-
eter: peel-and stick applications are an anti-chatter upgrade 
compared to hard heat shields that can cause buzz, squeak 
or rattle issues.

Some might worry about durability. Can tapes really be 
as robust as mechanical fastening?
Yes, adhesive tapes actually can be as durable as mechani-
cal fasteners. After continuous use, traditional heat shields 
can tear where they are secured by mechanical fasteners. 
Self-adhesive tape fasteners allow for a continuous bond 
area for the heat shield that prevents ripping or tearing — 
often identified as fatigue failure — that can be an issue with 
mechanical fasteners. Adhesive-based solutions also elimi-
nate potential galvanic corrosion between a conventional 
aluminized heat shield and steel fasteners. But not all adhe-
sive tapes will be durable enough. OEMs have specifications 
to ensure the parts specified for their vehicles are effective. 
Avery Dennison is certified to OEM specifications.

How has Avery Dennison’s portfolio of adhesive tapes 
evolved over the last several years?
As automobile components and parts continue to evolve, so 
does the chemistry and engineering science with our adhesive 
formulas and tape constructions. This is particularly true for 
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When Automobiles  
Turn Up the Heat,  
We Strengthen the Bond
Avery Dennison Pressure-Sensitive Tape Solutions  
for Heat Shields

Automotive components are being manufactured from 
plastics more than ever before. This means the adhesives 
selected for peel-and-stick heat shield constructions 
are critical for vehicle performance. Avery Dennison 
pressure-sensitive tape solutions are proven to keep 
heat shields in place throughout the life of a vehicle—
protecting critical components from heat induced 
failures or destruction.

The Avery Dennison bond goes beyond 
adhesive and tape solutions. Turn to the global 
leadership and automotive application 
expertise of the Avery Dennison team for 
field tested, proven solutions that are 
OEM Certified.

Visit tapes.averydennison.com/
heatshield or contact your Avery 
Dennison account manager for 
additional information.
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